What You Need to Know
X-Men #1 is a valuable Silver Age grail, especially at the 9.2 CGC grade and white pages condition. It features the first appearance and origin story of
The X-Men, which is one of the most successful Marvel franchises and occupies a significant place in comic history.
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About The Series
The story opens with Professor X telepathically calling to his first mutant class at Xavier’s School for Gifted Youngsters in
Westchester County, New York. When the Beast, Angel, Iceman and Cyclops arrive, Professor X puts them through a series
of exercises to hone their mutant talents and explains the purpose of his mutant school. The issue also introduces
archenemy Magneto and his Brotherhood of Evil Mutants featuring Mastermind, Quicksilver, Scarlet Witch and Toad. The
issue introduces both the concept of mutants as an offshoot race of humans and that the X-Men’s mission is to protect
humanity from evil mutants.

The Comic

•

X-Men #1 is a key comic in the comic world for featuring the first appearance and origin of the X-Men, one of the well known band of Marvel
characters to exist.

•

Our comic is a 9.2 CGC graded X-Men #1 (19 copies in the world). The book is in Near Mint condition with

White

pages. 


Risks

Why We’re Excited
Grail Status

Supply Risk

X-Men #1 is considered one of the most valuable Silver Age comic books, and is ranked

In the event that collectors decide to sell similar grades, or the market is flooded with

among the top 10 most popular Silver Age comic books.

supply, prices may fall.

Loss of Cultural Relevance

First Appearance of X-Men
The most valuable comic books in the world are valuable because they contain first

The value of comic books are determined by the significance of key characters. If the

appearances of key characters. The X-Men #1 comic features the first appearance of the

X-Men were to lose cultural relevance, or if slated movies are cancelled, there could be

X-Men, including Cyclops, Beast, Angel, Marvel Girl and Iceman, as well as the first

an adverse impact on prices.

appearances of Magneto and Professor X.


Successful Film Franchise

Market Risk

Since 2000, there have been 12 X-Men films, bringing in a total of more than $6B in

Current uncertainty in the market due to COVID-19 could drive greater price volatility.

global revenue. During October of 2019, Marvel announced Dawn of X, the first wave of
six distinct on-going titles that will reintroduce the X-Men series. The New Mutants, the
original spinoff to younger X-men, is scheduled for an August 28, 2020 release. 


At a Glance
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Investment Risk
This investment is speculative and involves substantial risks to consider before investing, outlined in the Offering Circular and including, but not
limited to, illiquidity, lack of diversification, and complete loss of capital. Also, the adverse economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic are unknown
and could materially impact this investment. 



All securities-related activity is conducted by North Capital Private Securities Corporation, a registered broker-dealer, and member FINRA, SIPC,
located at 623 E Ft. Union Blvd, Suite 101, Salt Lake City, Utah 84047.



Please do not use email to request, authorize, or effect the purchase or sale of any security or commodity. Unfortunately, we cannot execute such
instructions provided in email.



Otis is sponsoring a public offering pursuant to Regulation A under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. The offering circular can be found here.
Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Investments in alternatives, such as the investments offered on the Otis platform, are
illiquid and carry the risk of complete loss of capital. Key risks include, but are not limited to, no operating history, limited diversification, risk of
damage or theft and no voting rights. Investors should carefully review the risks located in the offering circular for a more comprehensive discussion
of risk.

